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I. INTRODUCTION. 

The Main San Gabriel Basin Watermaster ("Watermaster") hereby seeks an 

order of Court approving the cyclic storage agreement (“Agreement”) between Watermaster, 

the Three Valleys Municipal Water District ("Three Valleys"), and the Metropolitan Water 

District of Southern California (“Metropolitan”), which Watermaster has executed subject to 

Court approval.  Watermaster believes that the Agreement is in the best interest of the Main 

San Gabriel Basin (“Basin”) and the parties in this action and within the administrative powers 

granted Watermaster under the terms of the Judgment entered herein.  Court approval is 

sought in accordance with Paragraph 34(n) of the Judgment which gives Watermaster power 

to enter into cyclic storage agreements subject to approval of this Court.  

II. THE CYCLIC STORAGE AGREEMENT IS CONSISTENT WITH THE JUDGMENT 

AND IN THE BEST INTEREST OF THE BASIN AND THE PARTIES. 

A. The Cyclic Storage Agreement. 

The Agreement before the Court is a Cyclic Storage agreement.  The Agreement 

involves utilization of groundwater storage capacity of the Basin for cyclic or regulatory storage 

of Supplemental Water for subsequent recovery or Watermaster credit by the storing entity.  

The Agreement provides for the delivery of water by Metropolitan to Three Valleys in advance 

of demand for the water by Three Valleys.  Pursuant to the terns of the Agreement, 

Metropolitan shall have the right to use up to 50,000 acre-feet of space in the Basin until such 

time as purchased from Metropolitan by Three Valleys to meet Three Valley’s Supplemental 

Water requirements to Watermaster.  Upon purchase of the water by Three Valleys, that water 

shall be credited to the Supplemental Water requirements of Three Valleys in accordance with 

all applicable terms of the Judgment and Watermaster's Rules and Regulations.  (The 

Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit "1" to the declaration of Tony Zampiello). 
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B. The Judgment Authorizes Watermaster To Enter Into Cyclic Storage 

Agreements. 

Pursuant to Section 25 of the Judgment, spreading, injecting or otherwise 

recharging water in the Basin is restricted.  However, pursuant to Sections 25 and 34(n) of the 

Judgment, Watermaster is authorized to enter into Cyclic Storage agreements, to be approved 

by the Court with all such agreements to be in accord with the Uniform Rules and Conditions of 

Cyclic Storage agreements adopted by Watermaster.  (Rules and Regulations of Main San 

Gabriel Basin Watermaster, § 26(a-i)).  Section 34(n)(1-4) of the Judgment grants 

Watermaster the following authority with respect to cyclic storage agreements: 

“To enter into appropriate contracts, to be approved by the Court, 

for utilization of Ground Water storage capacity of the Basin for 

cyclic or regulatory storage of Supplemental Water by parties and 

non-parties, for subsequent recovery or Watermaster credit by the 

storing entity, pursuant to uniform rules and conditions, which shall 

include provision for: 

(1)  Watermaster control of all spreading or injection and extraction 

scheduling and procedures for such stored water; 

(2)  calculation by Watermaster of any special costs, damages or 

burdens resulting from such operations; 

(3)  determination by Watermaster of, and accounting for, all losses 

in stored water; and  

(4)  payment to Watermaster for the benefit of the parties hereto of 

all special costs, damages or burdens incurred. . .” 

The Agreement is consistent with the Judgment and the Rules and Regulations 

adopted by Watermaster.  The Agreement includes provisions for:  (1) Watermaster's control of 

the water stored and spread in the Basin; (2) Watermaster’s calculation of all water spread and 

removed pursuant to this Agreement; (3) the requirement that water delivered shall be subject 
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to Watermaster’s criteria for delivery of Supplemental Water and Watermaster’s Uniform Rules 

and conditions governing payment and cyclic storage by Responsible Agencies; (4) a 

determination by Watermaster that a reduction in delivery rate of Supplemental Water requires 

a proration of all cyclic storage rights in the Basin; (5) a determination by Watermaster of, and 

accounting for, all losses in stored water; and (6) approval in advance by Watermaster of the 

time, place and amount of water spread within the Basin.  

The Agreement utilizes the standard form for Cyclic Storage agreements 

developed by Watermaster staff, including the Watermaster Engineer and General Counsel.  

(Zampiello Decl., ¶ 3).  The Agreement provides for the utilization of the Basin’s available 

storage capacity subject to all terms and conditions of the Judgment entered herein.  

(Zampiello Decl., ¶¶ 2, 4).  The Agreement further contains a number of provisions to protect 

Watermaster and the parties herein from any losses or damages incurred in connection with 

the storage of water under the Agreement.  (Zampiello Decl., ¶¶ 2, 4).  The Agreement has 

been duly executed, subject to Court approval, by Watermaster, Metropolitan and Three 

Valleys.  (Zampiello Decl., ¶¶ 5, 6). 

III. CONCLUSION. 

For the reasons set forth above, Watermaster believes that the Agreement is 

consistent with the Judgment, within the powers of Watermaster specified in the Judgment, 

and in the best interest of the Basin.  Watermaster respectfully requests this Court’s approval 

of the Agreement. 

DATED:  July 16, 2020 NOSSAMAN LLP 
Frederic A. Fudacz 

      Alfred E. Smith 
 
 

By:   
              Alfred E. Smith 
Attorneys for Main San Gabriel Basin Watermaster 

 

MB
Smith
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DECLARATION OF TONY ZAMPIELLO 

I, Tony Zampiello, declare as follows: 

1. I am the Executive Officer for the Main San Gabriel Basin Watermaster 

("Watermaster").  I have personal knowledge of the following facts, and if called to testify as a 

witness, I could and would competently testify thereto.  This declaration is submitted in support 

of the motion by Watermaster for an order approving Watermaster's execution of the Cyclic 

Storage agreement (“Agreement”) between Watermaster, the Metropolitan Water District of 

Southern California (“Metropolitan”), and the Three Valleys Municipal Water District (“Three 

Valleys”).   

2. The purpose of the Agreement is to utilize the groundwater storage 

capacity of the Basin for cyclic or regulatory storage of Supplemental Water.  The Agreement 

provides for the delivery of water by Metropolitan to Three Valleys in advance of demand for 

the water by Three Valleys.  Metropolitan shall have the right to use up to 50,000 acre-feet of 

space in the Basin until such time as purchased from Metropolitan by Three Valleys to meet 

Three Valley’s Supplemental Water requirements to Watermaster.  Upon purchase of the 

water by Three Valleys, that water shall be credited to the Supplemental Water requirements 

of Three Valleys in accordance with all applicable terms of the Judgment and Watermaster's 

Rules and Regulations.   

3. The Agreement utilizes the standard form for individual party cyclic 

storage agreements developed by Watermaster staff, including the Watermaster Engineer and 

General Counsel.   

4. The Agreement between Watermaster, Metropolitan and Three Valleys 

has been reviewed by counsel for Watermaster.  The Agreement provides for utilization of the 

Basin’s storage capacity and contains a number of provisions designed to protect Watermaster 

and the parties herein from any losses or damages incurred in connection with the storage of 

water under the Agreement. 





EXHIBIT 1



 

June 17, 2020 

CYCLIC STORAGE AGREEMENT AMONG 

THE METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, 

THREE VALLEYS MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT  

AND MAIN SAN GABRIEL BASIN WATERMASTER 

 

This Cyclic Storage Agreement (“Agreement”) is made as of June 1, 2020, by and among 

the METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA (“Metropolitan”), 

a public agency of the State of California, THREE VALLEYS MUNICIPAL WATER 

DISTRICT (“Three Valleys”), a public agency of the State of California, and the MAIN SAN 

GABRIEL WATERMASTER (“Watermaster”), a court empowered entity appointed by the 

Superior Court of the State of California in and for the County of Los Angeles, in connection 

with Civil Action No. 924128, entitled, “Upper San Gabriel Valley Municipal Water District v. 

City of Alhambra, et al” (the “Basin Adjudication”).  

RECITALS 

A. Metropolitan is a wholesale provider to its 26 member agencies, created under The 

Metropolitan Water District Act (“MWD Act”).  Wat. Code appen., §§ 109-25, 109-130. 

B. Metropolitan secures water for its member agencies, including Three Valleys, primarily 

by importing water from the California State Water Project (“SWP”) and the Colorado River.     

C. Three Valleys is a member public agency of Metropolitan and a wholesale water provider 

with a service area overlying the Main San Gabriel Basin (“Basin”), a groundwater basin located 

in Los Angeles County.  Three Valleys is a municipal water district organized and operating 

under the Municipal Water District Law of 1911 (Water Code Section 71000 et seq.). 
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D. Water rights have been adjudicated in the Basin according to Judgment in the Basin 

Adjudication.  The Judgment established Watermaster as the regulatory agency responsible for 

managing the Basin and authorized Watermaster to purchase supplemental water when an 

individual producer’s production in the Basin exceeds his/her share of the operating safe yield, 

and for other purposes, hereafter referred to as “supplemental water requirements”.  The 

Judgment was most recently amended in 2012 in response to increasing uncertainties affecting 

the availability of local and supplemental water supplies.  The 2012 Judgment amendment 

includes provisions to allow the Watermaster increased flexibility to acquire and store water 

during wet years for use during dry years.  Three Valleys is responsible pursuant to the Judgment 

to provide supplemental imported water to Watermaster for recharge of the Basin on behalf of 

Three Valley’s member agencies (“Responsible Agency”). 

E. Pursuant to section 34(n) of the Judgment, Watermaster is authorized to enter into cyclic 

storage agreements for utilization of groundwater storage capacity in the Basin for cyclic storage 

of supplemental water for subsequent recovery or Watermaster credit by the storing entity with 

all such agreements to be in accord with Uniform Rules and Conditions adopted by Watermaster. 

F. Through this Agreement, the Parties intend to provide for the delivery of water by 

Metropolitan to Three Valleys in advance of demand for the water by Three Valleys to meet its 

supplemental water delivery requirements to Watermaster.   

G. To provide for the spreading of water for cyclic storage, Watermaster and the Los 

Angeles County Flood Control District have heretofore entered into an agreement whereby the 

Flood Control District will undertake the responsibilities associated with actual spreading 

operations in the Basin. 
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H. The Parties are entering into to this Agreement for the purpose of giving 

Metropolitan the right to use up to 50,000 acre-feet of space in the Basin pursuant to the terms of 

this Agreement.   

COVENANTS 

In consideration of the above recitals, the covenants, and agreements contained herein 

and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 

acknowledged, IT IS AGREED: 

1. Definitions 

The definitions contained in the Judgment as of the date of this Agreement, are hereby 

incorporated by this reference and made a part hereof. 

2. Priority of Agreement Within the Basin 

Since Three Valleys is a Responsible Agency, as defined in the Judgment, and since 

Metropolitan is a supplier of supplemental water to Three Valleys and will be providing such 

water when available to enable Three Valleys to satisfy supplemental water requirements placed 

on Three Valleys by Watermaster, the rights granted under this Agreement shall have equivalent 

priority with rights granted Responsible Agencies under other Cyclic Storage Agreements 

entered into by Watermaster pursuant to its Uniform Rules and Conditions of Cyclic Storage 

Agreements. 

3. Storage of Metropolitan Water 

Three Valleys hereby agrees to enter into a cyclic storage arrangement with Metropolitan 

through this Cyclic Storage Agreement.  In order to manage its water resources, Metropolitan 

may store water with Three Valleys through the delivery of water in advance of Three Valleys’ 

purchase of that water.  Metropolitan may request that Three Valleys accept delivery of water for 
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storage through direct spreading or injection, or through in-lieu means (“Metropolitan’s Cyclic 

Storage”).  Three Valleys may accept delivery of Metropolitan water through written 

confirmation to Metropolitan that the water may be delivered to the Basin for future purchase by 

Three Valleys, in accordance with the terms of this Agreement.   

In light of the San Gabriel Exchange and Purchase Agreement executed between San 

Gabriel Municipal Water District (“San Gabriel”) and Metropolitan in September 2013, this 

cyclic storage account may hold water delivered directly through Metropolitan’s spreading 

connection or through sale or exchange between Metropolitan and San Gabriel.  Watermaster 

agrees to transfer and to perform accounting for transfers from San Gabriel’s cyclic storage 

account to Metropolitan’s cyclic storage account when Metropolitan and San Gabriel jointly 

make sure request. 

Watermaster agrees that Metropolitan’s Cyclic Storage shall occupy space in the Basin 

pursuant to the Judgment.  Watermaster agrees that Metropolitan’s Cyclic Storage shall be 

credited to Metropolitan and shall occupy up to 50,000 acre-feet of space until such time as 

purchased from Metropolitan by Three Valleys to meet its supplemental water requirements to 

Watermaster.  Upon purchase of the water by Three Valleys, that water shall be credited to the 

supplemental water requirements of Three Valleys in accordance with the Judgment. 

All water stored in Metropolitan’s account pursuant to this Agreement shall be: (i) spread 

by the Los Angeles County Flood Control District in accordance with its agreement with 

Watermaster; (ii) transferred by Watermaster from the San Gabriel cyclic storage account upon 

request by San Gabriel and Metropolitan; (iii) or pursuant to other arrangements approved by 

Watermaster.  The time, place, and amount of such spreading within the Basin shall be approved 

in advance by Watermaster.  Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement, 
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Watermaster reserves the right to order the cessation or reduction in delivery rate of water being 

spread for cyclic storage if, in its sole judgment, Watermaster determines: 

a) That water previously authorized to be stored under this Agreement would cause 

the elevation of the groundwater in the Basin to adversely affect the Basin’s highest utilitarian 

operation; or 

b) That such cessation or reduction in delivery rate is necessary to prorate the cyclic 

storage rights of all Responsible Agencies in the Basin; or 

c) That the spreading of supplemental water would be jeopardized by the continued 

spreading of water for cyclic storage when considering the necessity to protect the elevation of 

the Baldwin Park Key Well or to protect basin water quality.  

During periods of delivery, Metropolitan shall issue a monthly report to Three Valleys 

and to Watermaster indicating the amount of water which Metropolitan has delivered and caused 

to be spread hereunder for storage in Metropolitan’s account.  Such report shall be subject to 

Watermaster’s verification. 

4. Delivery, Amount, and Ownership of Stored Water 

The amount of water to be stored in the Basin for Metropolitan under this Agreement 

shall not exceed 50,000 acre-feet at any point in time.  Prior to each delivery of water by 

Metropolitan into the Cyclic Storage Account, the Parties shall mutually agree to: (1) the 

amount, location, and timing of actual water delivered pursuant to this Cyclic Storage 

Agreement; and (2) a schedule by which Three Valleys shall purchase the stored water.  Any 

amendment to the delivery schedule shall require mutual agreement.   

Until such time as Three Valleys purchases the stored water in accordance with Section 

8, the water shall be accounted for in the Cyclic Storage Account, pursuant to Section 5. 
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5. Cyclic Storage Account 

 Watermaster agrees to perform accounting of spreading and transfer deliveries and 

purchases pursuant to this Agreement (the “Cyclic Storage Account”, or “Account”) and to 

report all spreading and extraction activities in compliance with the Judgment.  Three Valleys 

will account for all spreading and transfer deliveries in and out of the Cyclic Storage Account 

and will maintain a record of the balance of water in the Cyclic Storage Account.  The Parties to 

this Agreement will confirm accounting of transactions and balance at the end of each fiscal year 

for inclusion in the Watermaster Annual Report. 

6. Delivery from the Cyclic Storage Account 

Metropolitan shall deliver water to Three Valleys from the Cyclic Storage Account in 

accordance with the purchase schedule agreed to by the parties pursuant to Section 4.  

Metropolitan will bill Three Valleys for the water at the time of such deliveries in accordance 

with Section 8.  In the event Three Valleys does not meet its purchase obligation in accordance 

with Sections 4 or 8, Metropolitan retains the prerogative to meet regular untreated water 

demands by Three Valleys either from water stored in its Cyclic Storage Account or from water 

in its distribution system.  Metropolitan need not provide advance notice to Three Valleys when 

it exercises its prerogative under this Section. 

7. Loss of Water 

There shall be no losses assigned to Metropolitan’s Cyclic Storage account as a result of 

the delivery process into the account.  Water delivered into this Cyclic Storage Account shall be 

fully credited to Metropolitan’s Cyclic Storage.  Losses may be assigned to Metropolitan’s 

Cyclic Storage Account only for water stored in the account after delivery.  Watermaster may 

determine and assign losses in water stored in Metropolitan’s account in the Basin, assuming that 
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cyclic-stored water floats on top of the groundwater supplies.  Such losses shall be determined by 

accounting for all losses of natural water which would have replenished the Basin had water not 

been in cyclic storage, and Watermaster shall apportion such losses among all storing entities 

pursuant to and in accordance with Watermaster’s Uniform Rules and Conditions governing 

cyclic storage by Responsible Agencies.   

8. Obligation for Purchase and Payment 

Three Valleys agrees to purchase water from Metropolitan’s Cyclic Storage Account in 

accordance with Sections 4 and 6 of this Agreement, but no later than the termination of this 

Agreement.  Three Valleys shall be billed by and pay Metropolitan in accordance with the billing 

and payment provisions in Metropolitan’s Administrative Code, as amended over time.  The 

purchase of water from Metropolitan’s Cyclic Storage Account shall be equivalent to the sale 

and delivery of water for purposes of applying the provisions of Metropolitan’s Administrative 

Code.  Payments to Metropolitan for such sale of water from its Cyclic Storage Account shall be 

calculated using Metropolitan’s rate for full service untreated water in effect at the time of the 

sale of water to Three Valleys.  The sale of water from Metropolitan’s Cyclic Storage Account to 

Three Valleys shall be included in the calculation of the Three Valleys’ Ten-Year Rolling Sales 

Average for purposes of Metropolitan’s Readiness-to-Serve Charge at the time stored water is 

sold to Three Valleys.  The Capacity Charge shall not apply to cyclic water sales because 

Metropolitan shall deliver water for storage at its discretion. 

9. Rent or Offset Credit 

Unless otherwise separately agreed in writing for any specific delivery, it is hereby agreed 

that there shall be no charge, rent assessment, or expense incurred by Metropolitan by reason of the 

use of the Basin allowed hereunder, nor is there any credit or offset for the benefits thereof, nor 
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shall there be any charge to Metropolitan for the use of physical facilities including service 

connections, flood control channels, spreading basins or hydrologic services utilized in connection 

with the use of the Basin allowed herein. 

10. Indemnity Clause 

Neither Metropolitan nor any of its officers, agents, or employees shall be liable for the 

control, carriage, handling, use, disposal, or distribution of water supplied or delivered by 

Metropolitan to Three Valleys after such water has been delivered to Three Valleys; nor for claim 

of damage of any nature whatsoever, including but not limited to property damage, personal injury 

or death, arising out of or connected with the control, carriage, handling, use, disposal, or 

distribution of such water beyond the point of such delivery; and Three Valleys shall indemnify 

and hold harmless Metropolitan and its officers, agents, and employees from any such damages or 

claims of damages, and shall reimburse Metropolitan for costs of repair of Metropolitan’s facilities 

and other damages resulting from the operations of Three Valleys or the Watermaster. Neither 

Three Valleys nor any of its officers, agents, or employees shall be liable for the control, carriage, 

handling, use, disposal, or distribution of water prior to such water being delivered to Three 

Valleys; nor for claim of damage of any nature whatsoever, including but not limited to property 

damage, personal injury or death, arising out of or connected with the control, carriage, handling, 

use, disposal, or distribution of such water prior to its delivery to Three Valleys, excepting, 

however, claims by Metropolitan for costs of repair to Metropolitan’s facilities and other damages 

resulting from the operations of Three Valleys or the Watermaster; and Metropolitan shall 

indemnify and hold harmless Three Valleys and its officers, agents, and employees from any such 

damages or claims of damages, except claims by Metropolitan for costs of repair of Metropolitan’s 

facilities and other damages resulting from the operations of Three Valleys or the Watermaster. 
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11. Term  

The term of this Agreement shall commence on the date and year listed at the beginning of 

the Agreement and shall terminate ten (10) years thereafter. An extension of this term can be made 

upon mutual agreement of the Parties.  Watermaster shall report its intention to consider an extension 

of this Agreement in its minutes of a meeting held prior to its meeting when any such extension shall 

be acted upon. 

12. Termination 

In the event of a material breach hereunder, any party hereto may terminate this Agreement 

upon thirty (30) days' written notice to the other Parties hereto.  Metropolitan may require 

amendment of this Agreement, or its termination, upon sixty (60) days’ written notice if its 

Administrative Code is amended to change (i) the manner in which Metropolitan sets its water rates 

and charges for the sale and delivery of water (the rate structure), (ii) designations of classes of 

water service, or (iii) conditions of water service, in a manner which requires amendment of this 

Agreement.  In the event this Agreement must be so  amended, it shall be amended to provide water 

rates and charges applicable to water service for untreated water applicable to all of Metropolitan’s 

member public agencies, except for any charge specifically set to recover costs incurred to meet 

peak distribution demands.  In the event such an amendment to this Agreement cannot be obtained 

from any Party, this Agreement may be terminated by Metropolitan upon sixty (60) days’ written 

notice to the other Parties hereto. 

In the event of termination with less than one-year notice, the Agreement shall continue for 

one year only for purposes of implementing deliveries from the San Gabriel Exchange and Purchase 

Agreement, Watermaster shall provide one-year notice of intent not to extend or to terminate this 

Agreement. 
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13. Purchase of Water After Termination 

Upon notice of termination, Three Valleys is obligated to purchase all water remaining in 

the Metropolitan Cyclic Storage Account within 90 days.  During this period, all untreated water 

demands from Three Valleys to Metropolitan will be met with Metropolitan’s Cyclic Storage.  

Until the Cyclic Storage Account is depleted, Three Valleys shall not obtain water from sources 

other than Metropolitan with the exception of local resource projects developed to offset 

imported water requirements. 

14. Notices 

Any notice required hereunder may be given by mail, postage prepaid, addressed as 

follows: 

To: Three Valleys Municipal Water District 

 1021 E. Miramar Avenue 

Claremont, CA 91711-2052 

Attention:  Matthew Litchfield, General Manager 

 

To: Metropolitan Water District 

 700 N. Alameda Street 

Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Attention:  Deven Upadhyay, Chief Operating Officer 

 

To: Main San Gabriel Basin Watermaster  

 725 N. Azusa Avenue 

 Azusa, CA 91702 

 Attention: Anthony Zampiello, Executive Officer 

 

15. Interpretation 

The Parties have developed this Agreement jointly and in consultation with their 

respective legal counsel.  No ambiguity shall be resolved against any Party on the premise that it 

or its attorneys were responsible for drafting this Agreement or any of its terms. 

16. Governing Law 
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Approved as to form:    The Metropolitan Water District 

       of Southern California 

Marcia L. Scully 

General Counsel 

 

 

 

By:  _____________________  By:  _______________________________ 

          General Counsel             Jeffrey Kightlinger 

     General Manager 

 

 

 

 

Approved as to form:     Main San Gabriel Basin Watermaster 

 

Frederic A. Fudacz 

Nossaman LLP 

 

 

By:  _____________________  By:  ________________________________ 

         General Counsel           Anthony Zampiello 

       Executive Director 
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